The computer industry today looks in some ways like the textile industry at the beginning of the nineteenth century, because of its fundamental difference from earlier modes of production, and because of its enormous potential for changing our lives. And since we all wish we’d been there to do something about the industrial revolution—don’t half our books imply that wish?—we are committed to doing something about the information revolution. We can date the latter, according to Professor Mowshowitz, from 1951, and can look forward, some predictions say, to computers becoming the largest industry in the world by 2000. Because that industry is so largely in the hands of one country, the USA, and indeed of one company, IBM, we must feel immediate political anxieties of a familiar kind. But more important are the less predictable consequences of an information utility, with terminals in every home, a network of computers, a national or world databank, and information of every sort about everybody immediately available to the authorities.

Computers are the major device by means of which society masters its accelerating complexity—complexity here meaning diversification and specialization. The information the computers process for them enables the managers of our society—in the hospitals, prisons, armies, governments—to coordinate diversity and control disorder. But, as Professor Mowshowitz points out, by so doing, computers make possible further “complexity” and deliver more power into managerial hands. They are not merely means, to be used for no matter what ends. They are a dynamism that drives society in one particular direction.

Unfortunately, though this book alerts our attention vividly, it cannot
satisfy it. This is partly because it simply fails to communicate. "The problem-solving methodology associated with information-processing systems constitutes an analytical perspective..." After the two word-clots in the first part of the sentence we are not surprised that, instead of saying "is analytical," the writer says "constitutes an analytical perspective," and so fails to convey anything at all. Why will even experts in communication refuse to recognize the simple laws of language? And as usual this pseudospecificity in the vocabulary brings in its train a lack of real specificity in the rhetoric. Concepts like "information" and "complexity" call for artful definition by example (implicit and explicit) over and over again in the first fifty pages. But Professor Mowshowitz leaves them inhumanly abstract, and so they soon become vague too.

Of course it is one of the tragicomedies of the intellectual life that the living ideas of each age are written about badly while they are living. The intellectual world devotes itself to the ideas of the past, or to the ideas that contradict popular thought. You can always find marvellously rich, full, exciting books about what is not going on. But what is going on is left to the journalists or the sociologists. Most formal occasions in the intellectual world rehearse the acts of imagination and understanding, while real acts take place elsewhere, in a disastrously unhearsed fashion—such as, in this case, the cultic celebration of the computer as the sacred icon of our culture.

The computer, it seems, has replaced that dynamo which Henry Adams saw enshrined at the Paris Exhibition at the beginning of this century. What is the idea of a total statistical knowledge of human life, and also the idea of a simulation and replication of human intelligence—a trick the computer will soon master and pass beyond, leaving us to simulate it as best we may. Anatol Rapoport has suggested that there have been three successive phyla of machines that have fascinated men by their resemblance to living creatures: first, the clockwork mechanisms over which Descartes brooded; second, the heat-machines, considerably closer to us, because their transformation of fuel into energy is so similar; and now the information machines. But this puts the emphasis too much on purely intellectual curiosity. It is of course notable how intimately the history of computing machines is related to the history of philosophy. After all, the first adding and subtracting machine was built by Pascal in 1642, and the first to incorporate multiplication and division too by Leibnitz in 1694. But machines like the computer and the dynamo are worshipped not just by intellectuals but by the men of power, the managers and entrepreneurs of our society. The modes of action made possible by these machines are irresistibly attractive to such men, just as is the fast driving made possible to a teenager by a powerful new car.

To his account of the computer industry and its threat to values like privacy and democracy Professor Mowshowitz has attached a large religiocultural thesis. He sees computers serving, and extending, man’s inmemorial lust for power. He is certainly right to say that when we ask what they portend, we must consider them, not intrinsically, but in the context of the social interests they were developed to serve—
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The aim of the author is "to explain the politics of Uganda in the period between independence [1962] and the Asian expulsion of 1972." More specifically, the Amin coup and the expulsion are to be explained "in terms of the historically created contradiction and struggle between classes" and in an "attempt to trace, at the level of production, the process of the formation of some classes and the decline of others."

The plan of the book is historical: chapters on precolonial Uganda are followed by others dealing with the arrival of the British, the insertion of the Asians, the development of the economy and attendant social changes, the period of independence, and events leading to the Amin coup. Straight historical narrative is interrupted for digressions on the development of particular economic features of Ugandan society.

Mamdani starts out making some good points. "To understand ideology"—and this presumably includes Marxism—"we must know from whose point of view does it explain social reality?" He also makes a cogent criticism of modern growth economists who have (until perhaps very recent times) treated problems of economic growth as if they were purely technical and divorced from political and other conditions and considerations.

Despite the good start the book does not fulfill its promise. It is pedantic, provincial, old-fashioned, and just plain boring. It explains nothing, it just raises clouds of dust—old dust.

There is a great deal of attention to economic esoterica. We are informed, for example, that 20,000 bales of cotton were gathered in 1916-17. One also learns that the 1916 meeting of the British Cotton Growing Association in Manchester was attended by, among others, "Bleachers' Association Ltd." In contrast, difficulties between Catholics and Protestants in Uganda receive the scantiest attention. No effort is made to explain why some tribes and regions opted for one religion rather than another, nor why the British Government fielded an army against the Buganda Catholics at one point (Battle of Mengo, 1892). Instead, we are informed that Catholics were displeased with the colonial regime because "the Catholic hierarchy was denied its share of access to the economic surplus."

In addition to these breathtaking imbalancing acts, there are numerous statements whose effect cannot be described; it must be sampled. Thus: "Also, precisely because territorially dominant capital possesses a monopoly base, the premise of its appropriation is not as much an expansion in the productive base as the exchange of unequal values made possible by the same monopoly base." Again: "The alliance with the Indian bourgeoisie isolated the petty bourgeoisie and allowed the governing bureaucracy greater room for maneuver. It [referring to what?] utilized this opportunity to create conditions that would give it greater political freedom in the long run." The Amin coup "represented the failure of the governing bureaucracy to transform itself into a bureaucratic petty bourgeoisie." In Uganda "the provider of arms is imperialism [sic]." Additionally, peasants are referred to as "kulaks," references to "comrades" run rampant through the pages, and